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Abstract
This paper examines the effect of having three or more female representatives on a board of directors (“critical mass”) and its implications on firm performance. Drawing on insights from
institutional theory and agency theory, we examine whether institutional shareholders promote or discourage female critical mass to improve gender diversity. We document that higher institutional
ownership reduces the likelihood of hiring boards with female critical mass, and this manifests predominantly among firms that have greater level of agency problems (i.e. free cash flow).
Additionally, we find that these effects are prevalent in boards during CEO turnover time. We also find that, female critical mass boards are significantly positively related to performance. We
employ an instrumental variable approach using firms’ addition to S&P500 index as an instrument to account for potential endogeneity in the examined relationship between female critical mass
and institutional ownership. Based on our findings, we conclude that higher ownership by institutional investors negatively impacts on female critical mass, which in turn may worsen board
effectiveness.

Hypothesis 1: More concentrated institutional ownership will negatively impact the likelihood of appointing critical mass board predominantly for mature firms.
Hypothesis 2: Conditional effect of critical mass impact on firm performance will be positive for mature firms.





Main Findings: The result predominantly shows that institutional ownership systematically reduces the chance of appointing critical mass (i.e. three) female directors in corporate boardrooms especially for complex firms with higher agency
concern (i.e. free cash flow).
The negative association between female critical mass and investors is paramount in CEO turnover period.
We also document that the conditional effect of critical mass on performance such as ROA and Tobin’s Q is positive.
Collectively we find that female critical mass-institutional ownership substitution relationship is causal and female critical mass reduces agency concern of mature firms by improving board efficacy.
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